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Introduction

What Is the Purpose of the
Process guide?

This booklet designed to assist people
who Wish to engage their community in V .

serious pltnning efforj. Some of its material vas
used to help plan the expanSion of library ser-a
vices for disadvantaged adults. 1 Though much of
the content has been modified for use in the
planning of community education programs and
services, it could be adapted to other specific
planiiing areas.

Most community educators would claim .

that community 'education is a process, not. an
institution, and that it involves all programs, ser-
vices, and organizations that contribute to the
well-being of a community. Acceptance of that
premise would suggest,-then, that- -if -our
proach to planning is suitable for community
education, it could also work for other .

community -based planning effQrtS.
he process is not limited so -the develop-

ment of new a-Cfi/itsift -o-a-rib-e-jtTst-as effective-
.when usechto improve existing practices of well- -
established agencies or institutions. There may ,

not.be a need to create new programs from
scratch, butfto refine, expand, or redesign old
programs on services.

This manual presents a two-day planning
process as one way to plan effeOvely. It offers
an argument in support of this process and it
provides step-by-step implementation instruc-
tions.

(
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What Are the Advantage's of
Cooperative Planning?

If two heads are better than one, does it -,

follow that.fifteen are better than two? Perhaps.
In the case oT planning for community needs,
cooperative planning between people and agen-
cies has several obvious advantages over the
more traditional approach to-planning.

Traditional Planning,

Agencies involve citi-
zen's, if at all, only to
review plans worked
°fit before.

Each agency deter-
mineS its own goals
and schedjles.

V

Cooperative Planning

'Agencies and citizens
develop plans from
the beginning as joint
-partners.

o
Agencies and citizens
jointly determine
goals and schedules.

Agencies have a
monopoly on
a informa

ich agencies have
more power than
poor agetries.

Each agency has its
own staff, funds,
building, etc.

There is q,ompetition
.among agencies for

6,

Citizens and agencies
have access to the
same information.

Rich and poor
agencies have equal
input.

Planning may lead to -
joint staffing and
funding and shared'
facilities.

Coordination, may
result in sharing and

6
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available funds, local
and outside. ,

reducing costs.2

'If the benefits of cooperative planning are
so apparent, how do,you make ithappen? One
approach is to follow a specific process model..

What Is a Community
Planning Process?

Quite simply, it is-a.procedure that has been
structured to deal with specific concerns shaft
by people within a defined community. The two-

day planning process described in this Manual 'dtt
lavas developed over a six-year period by the
-Appalachian Adult Educatiorr Center (AAEc),
Morehead State University, Morehead, Kentucky.
It was used to initiate research dhd developrrhent
Ajects in adult basic education (ABE). After the

. process-had been improved even more, it was
applied'to cooperative-planning efforts at over
eighty sites where the focus was upon cooPera;,.
tion between libraries and adult educators. The
purpose: to expand librarycservice for disadvan-

.

taged adults.3 Throughout ifs use in library ser-
vice planning,' the process Was continuously
refined. Adapting it to community education
planning required only minor adjustments. In
both applications, the people involved and the
problems addressed were-very similar. It has '
been tried and testedand it works!

o

.
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Why Use a.Two-Day
Planning Process?

, Too often we have participated in problem-
solving meetings where motives were . .
misunderstood, where participants defended
their current practices rather than sought new
cooperative approaches. The meeting was
characterized by resistance to change, maybe
even conrrontation, and resentment; it produced
no collaborative plan df action. ,

Most of us have also participated in
meetings where people expressed their con-
cerns, set admirable goals, and then left the
meeting feeling good. Unfortunately, the .
problem-solving enthusiasm often went no fvr-
ther specific responsibilities were never out-
lined; necessary tasks were never identified. The
problem(s) remained. ---)

Because of its two-day format, the process
described in the booklet can eliminate the im-
pediments described.above. It can resolve
misunderstandings and reduce excessive defen-
sivenesf much better than a single meeting can.
It can transform good intentions into concrete
plans. It can cultivate genuine collaboration.

A
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Why Does "the Two-Day Structure
Foster Cooperation and Produce
Solulions to Problems?

- During the first day of the process, the-par-
ticipants tell how the central issue has affected
them end how they Vve dealt with it, unilaterally
and in cooperation vAtii others. They expres§
wants, needs, and concerns relevant to the pro-
blem area They-describe their successes as well

-as their failures. By the end of the session,
everyone should have a much better awareness
of the complexity of the issue which brought

;them together.
At the end of the first day's work, an infor-

mal happy hour or. eievening meal can providhe
opportunity for some very productive interactio
(Though the plannifig for this social gathering
the responsibility of ,the convenor of the
meeting, it may be sponsored by any or all of the
participants.) It is during this socializing that peo-
pleiend to re-evaluate what has been discussed.
They prioritize concerns. They challenge each
other§ assertions. They consider'and compare
different, possible solutions. Individual ponder;
ings develop into'shared opinions. This casual
intersession deliberation is as important as the -

I
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structured business because it produces a
clearer sense of purpose and direction than a
single formal meeting.could. The participants are
preparing themselves to deal with the next ses-
§ion's business: actual probleM-solving. Obvious-
ly; a one-shot meeting lacks this built-in advan-
tage of the two-day planningyarocess.

(If there is no scheduled social get-together,
the dvernight pause between sessions:still .

allows the particjpants to evaluate the first ses-
sion and to think about their contribution to the
following day's meeting.)

o During the second day of.thecommunity
plann'ing process, specific task objectives are
developed.,Zhey will become thoi core of the
"Work Statement"; a precise written plan com-
piled after the meeting.'This document is
duplicated and sent to all pf the participants. It is
the collaborative product of two business.,ies:
sions and one important intersession.

90



. How: A-Course of Action,

Who Organizes a Two-Ilay
Planning Meeting?

. ,

"4. Before people can be involved in a two-day
planning meeting,,someone must assume the
role of organizer or convenor, This. person is
responsible for bringing people_together and get-
ting the process under wail.

The convenor may be the person or agency
whOgirst decides that a problem nubs serious
attelitionor.the convenor may 1:,e recruited by
this person or agency: A good Oonvenor will be
known and reSpectedfloy the Community, will be
able to bring people together, will have good
organi2atiohal abilities, and will be committed to
solving the problem.

Choosing an easily accessible facility for
the planning meeting is a prime consideration.
The meeting .room should be comfortable -

x(though not too comfOrtable), well-lighted, and
provided with tables and Chairs that can be ar-
ranged in a semicircle racing one wall. There are
probably several organizations in your area which,
could provide such a facility. .

Signing a Nritten agreement createso
greater sense of commitment than metel9ymk-

,
ing a vocal intention. If the convenor wants a
written commitment from prospective.par-
ticipants, the reply portion ofthe invitation letter
(Appendix A) should be emphasized' The
facilitator (see page 16) Thar also want a strong
commitment irom the convenor. In the Morehead
StateUniversitYPommunityEducation Project,
the convenor of a planning session signs a "Let-
ler of Agreement" (Appendbc %which is a

.
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The convenor recruits
people to attend the
planning meeting

s

HEALIr
11 °IrsDEPAR 1

JL

000 zilik1110

statement pf a serious, though nonbinding, c9M-
mitmeht, to dolwo*.tohings:

(1) involve people, and
(2) gather useful inforr4tion. I...

Both of.thesgt:sks will be explai -

S.

Who Should Be Involved
4.6 .

in the Meeting?
)6' .

Who the convenor decides to involve in the
planning process will depend primarily upon the
nature of the problems being addressed. The

12
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following sample list was developed for use in
the Morehead State University Community
Education Project.'Notice the broad range of
people who could be invited to a community
education planning meeting.

School Superintendent
Board of Education Member
County Judge/Exedfitive
May&
Member of.the Fiscal Court
Librarian
Library trustee
ABE area supervisor, director, teacher
School principal
School teacher(s)
Representative of:.

Area Development District
Chamber of .Commerce
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
College or uriiversity .

Community Action Agency
Community college
Comprehensive Care
Cooperative Extension Service

*Department for Human 'Resources
Farmers' Cooperative
Fire Department/-Th Health Department
Hospital
Labor union
League-of Women Voters
Legal Services
Local Arts Society
Local business and industry
Local radio and newspaper
MiNsterial Association
Parks and Recreation

4
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Polic.e Department
Private school
PTA
Red Cross
Senior Citizens
Service club (Rotary, Lions, etc.)
Other volunteer association
Special education ,

0-e Vocational education
YMCA, YWCA.
Youth Organization

0
The above list is certainly not complete. You

probably know of other people who should be in-
volved in community edtication pttrtnirtg. If th
planning were to consider non -com
education issues, you may choose to involve on-
ly those people or agencies that are directly .

associated with the problem area.
`Many local organizations and agencies will

have state and regional offies. We recommend
that you send copies of the invitation letter to
the upper-level decision-makers, not necessarily
to invite them to ;tie meeting, but tomake them
aware of the event and to gain their approval.
Subsequently, you,may want. to involve them in
the "Worl< Statement" activities.

It is doubtful that you would get a represen-
tative from every organization listed ap9ve. The
most effective planning meetings occur with
groups of 15 to 30 people. If you think that the
number of actual participants will betome too
large, you may decide to revise your invitation
list.



How Do You Get
People Interested?

To sell the planning proceseS7you must try
to convince potential participants that the pro-
cess does not belong to anyone in particular, it
belongs to all the participants and everyone with
whom they interapt. Each individual or agency 1_

will have to believe that their self-interest will be/
served. The question "How will it affect me or
my business or my agency?" must receive a
reassuring answer.

Another important participation factor is
concern about the planning meeting's impact
upon the whole community. Participation is often
encouraged by a positive response to "Will my
peers or other influential people be involvied?".
These considerations can be addressed through
one-to-drie .conversatiops, wit!l informal oriental
tion meetings, and good local publicity such as
radio talk shows and newspaper'feature stories.4

If you are unable to secure a two-day com-
mitment from all the prospective participants,
you may want to present a general orientation
session where concerns'and fears receive more
detailed consideration. Some people respond to
a five-minute selling job; others need a well
presented, more organized method of persua-
sion. Y.ou'll have to use your own best judge-
rriernt.



If you still cannot get people to commit
themselves for two f II days, you may have fo
schedule your planni g Meeting for one after-,
noon, followed by a orning session. Unless the
prospective participan s sincerely feel that there
is a need for a planni g meeting, your recruit
merit efforts will prob bly be unsuccessful.`, /

The- "Sample Lett r to Agency People Who
Might Participant in a " I a nn n g Session':, (Appen-
dix A) invites participat on by using several direct
questions. Probably the best way to dispel fears
and promote cooperation is through theone-to:
.one approach. the letter-attempts to formalize
and reinforce the commitment to attend.

The decision to participate in such a pro-
cess requires mprethap just a casual interest in
community concerns. It is an expression of com-
mitment to a seriouskooperative effort. The

hoice to become actively involved is the
eystone to successful collaboration.

Making an agreement to have a col-
laborative process is easy. It 14 easy to
agree to almost anything. People talk,
nod their heads, pass resolutions and
really believe that they all agree.

To agree is simply to express ap-
proval. To make a commitment is to
make a choice that involves a definite

_course of action. Commitment
solidifies eposition.and an attitude
towards a problem. It forces people to
decide, to bring closure, usually so
that something else:can happen.

People choosing the route of col-
laboration must be willing.to commit .

_
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themselves to the time, energy, trust,
-and action necessary to bring about-a
collaborative effort.5

What Useful Data Should Be
Collected Before the Meeting?

In the Moivhead state University Communi-
ty Education Project, a standard form (seepages
14-15) is used to record basic demographic infor-
.mation. This data is relevant to the focus of
most communityeducation programd, that is, the'
well-being of the entire community. This informa-
tion can highlight some of the more important
economic and educational needs, as well as
identify wasting resources related to these
needs.

This data sheet is only one suggested for-
mat. You may decide to adapt this form to your
particular information needs. Or you may choose
to gather the necessary background information
in an entirely different way: in anecdotal com-
ments, in informal testimony, or in other survey
documents available in the community. What's
important is that the need for the planning
meeting be clearly doqumented.

The information sheet will be distributed to
the participants early in the first session. The
collected data should demonstrate to them that
there, are good reasons for them coming together.

,_
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Background Data for
Planning Session

Canty

Twits

tt

Area

Topography

Routes

1 Population Total , Male Female

Distribution by age groups

49_srm nul13"r

Median Family Size

-----

2 &manic Information

!Van Income Family Per Capita

Total Civilian Work Force Male Female

NUMber Unemployed ' Percent Lhemployed

Major Local Employers

3 P6,ational information

School Age Population

Median School.Years Completed, age. of older

Male Female

School Years Completed for Adults, age or older

'NkrberYears

0

1=4

8

9-11

12

13-15

16+

(You may subliirute different "Years" groupings.).

1
L,

Percentage
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Educational Offerings/Community Servrces'Avallable

Agency/Orgarazatlon Program/Service

Information and Referral Services

Facilities Available for Cconurdty Use

Public (e g school gym, local park, library, etc )

a

Private (e g. church hall, bank conference room. homes, etc )

A.3

+30



Who Are the. Essential Personnel
in a Planning Meeting and
What Do They D ?

1. Neutral Facilitator
The most important person in any planning

meeting is the neutral facilitator, who acts as the
moderator for the whole process. This person
does not have to have a special interest in the
subject of the meeting, and can in fact be suc-
cessful in a group of strangers on a subject
about which he has no knowledge oppersonal in-
terest. "A,facilitator is usually more concerned
with how people go about deciding what to do,
than what it is they are'deciding."b

The need for impartiality does not prevent
the facilitator from helping the group to identify
problems. Rather than illustrate an issue wit -a.,
hypothetical-situation, facilitators can confront _

the exact problem by pointing out specific ex-
amples. The decision to deal with a specific pro- 's
blem, however, should consider the range of its
impact: does the problem involve and affect
most Of the participants or just one or two? The
facilitator must allow everyone to express an opi-
pion and then get they group to explore the
causes,for the differgnces of opinion so they can
eventually reach a solution.that carries the corn-
mitrrfent of the whole group.

The role of facilitator eliminates the need
for a chairperson. The convenor of the meeting,
therefore, is free to argue a personal point,of
viewor can be a passive listener. The convenor

' should, however, takert*rol of the meeting if'
4 the discussion gets sidetraCked. During fie first

20 4 gI



s sessionrgroup discussion should be limited to
problem identification and related to actual data
whenever posSible. The facilitator is expected to.
be impartial and should be challenged when he
interjects personal bias. The facilitator is a pro-

.
cess guide, not an advocate for a particular view-
point.

2S

The effective facilitator:
1. Keeps the meetin focused on the topic

Points out the elfscussion has drifted
Re-states the original topic

2. Clarifies and accepts communicakri
Summarizes a contrigton .

Relates ideas
Pgints out when someone is cut off and

invites him to continue
3. Accepts feelings as valid data

Summarizes jeelings

4

21
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The neutral facilitator acts
as the moderator for the >.

planning meeting.
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4. States a problem in a constructive Way, e
Re-states problem to eliminatellameligina;
Sends problems, not solutions
Helps clarify areas of decision-making '

5. Suggests a procedure or problem4solifing,
approach (See IV F, Agenda for Two-Day- !'';
Process)

N, 4,, I

Points out times to move on,, Y
- w

Makes a suggestibn of procedure
6. Summbrizes and clarifies direction .- .0

.Summarizes what meeting has accom-
plished and indicates next steps °

7. Efehaviors to be avoided
Judging or criticizing ideas or feelings
Asserting own ideas
Making decisions for the group
Making lengthy comments?

Because it is desirable that the neutral
facilitator not feel intimidated of influenced by
any of the participants, it would be best to'
recruit this person from outside the community
The less the facilitator knows about the per-
sonalities involved,'the epsier it will be for him fo 4
preserve impartiality. One source for neutral
facilitators would be the Centers for Community
Education Development which are foundieation-,
wide.8 Regional univerlities and community col-
leges are often quite willing to provide staff per-
sons for facilitator roles. You might also secypoa
neutral facilitator from the community edusba

,' division of your state department of education:

2. Recorder
. The second key person in the process is the.

group discussion recorder.' It is this person's
responsibility to sift from the discussion those
coiments which deal directly with the task of..

4..
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, the session and then 46 record them on a large ,

chart pad. For the first session, the task is to
identify the problems; for the Second session,
the task is to develop solutionS to the problems.-,

At the beginnitg of each session the par-
ticipants are sitting in a semicircle, facing a wall.

,We recommend that the chairs be arranged
behind tables.Thiq arrangement makes it-easy
for-them to react the chant pad which has been
set on an easel in front of the wall. The recorder
must take care to write the Comments clearly
enough for all to see.

19
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To minimize confusion and misunderstand-
ing, the recorder should avoid paraphrasing.
The facilitator must continuously monitor what
has been recorad to see if it accuNely
represents the idea of the speaker"Is this what
yciu said? do these words express what you

The recorder writes
comrnertts on a chart pad
for all to see.
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4 ;meant?" The recorder should alternate coldrs on
° the chart pads: especially when there is a topic

change. As each sheet of chart paper ig com-
pleted, it should be mounted on the wall behind
the recorder and neutral facilitator. This practice
will focus attention on the subject of The discus-
sion rather than on personalities. A skillful
recorder will star, underline, and circle key ideas.

It is nonessential that the recorder have
previous experience working with the neutral
facilitator. What is important'is that he have a
discriminating ear and be able to write distinctly,
The convenor may recruit a recorder locally,

perhaps from one of the participating agencies.
,Selecting a local person should cause no prob-
lem with partiality because as long as the
neutral facilifator continuously monitors what is
being written on the chart pads, the recorder
cannot be accused of bias.

ti

What Is the Exact Procedure for
Running a Planning Meeting?

The agenda outlined below is the
facilitator's guide through a two-day community
planning meeting. The format is designed.to help
establish, expand, or improve community educa-
tion,ppgrams and services at the local level. The

'same format could be used by other public ser-
vice agencies or any other people-oriented
organization which desires,to expand or improve
its services.

s.4,
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The agenda is flexible. The facilitator can
modify it as long as two major process goals are
preserved: (a) getting the participants to talk ,

about their community's needs; (b) getting the
p, rticipants to plan how they can work together
to deal with these needs effectively. The neutral
facilitator should review the agenda before Yfe

-planning session and proceed in this order.

(Coffee break should be scheduled at least
once every one and a half hours of discussion
time. Keep to the schedule. Punctuality will help
set a more serious tone for the meeting.)

The First Day
Step 1; Get a list of all the participants.,Be sure

to get the correct spelling of their
'names, their titles, the name of the
organization they' represent, its address
and phone number. The convenor should
already have this informatin before the

." meeting begins. Any changts in ex-
pected-participation could be noted on a,,
registration list which is compiled as the I,

i participants arrive. To pass around a '

registration sheet during the Meeting
would be disruptive.

Step 2. Welconie the participants. Thank them
for attending and encourage them to
become actively involved in the meeting.
Stress that its success will depend upon
their input.

Step 3. State the purpose of the meeting. Clear-
ly explain the purpose of the meeting: to

r)..
.w., J

a
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develop a writtenplan for' expanding
commtinityl education ,services. Review
the problem that the meeting will try to
solve.' You may wapt to, appqach it in-
directly by inentiorii efsorre if .the more"
obvious benefits d successful corn-
munity educati n programs; for example,
more interagehcxco-operation; greater
,utilization of public facilities; more
citizen involvement community pro-

._,,grams and services; increased citizen
Support for lodal agencies and service
institutions°. -

Go,o r the agenda' for the next two
daysi new people come in, you'll
have to ao er it again briefly to let

,g_tem`know what you're doing.

Step.4.' Have the pfficipants introduce
o themselves and name the prganiZatioris

they represent. Ask them to delay
discussigg tneiPag'ency,'s services until.
after your have rev wed community.
needs.

ttep 5. Review commul survey information.
Distribute copies of the community data
sheet and go over the information to
poi9pOut (a) some of the commt)nity's
needs, and (b) what resources presently
exist in the community to meet those
needs. This informatidn provides only a
very limited overviewy4The next step '

should expand this information con-
iderably.

9 Q
lk
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Step &---Ask-the-participants_to discuss_the_cen-
trai issue as it relates to: (a) the services
offered by their agencies; (b) the needs
of their Clients; (c) their successes in
meeting these needs; (d) their ex-
periences with interagency cooperation.
Are4here people who are not receivin9
services they need-and deserve? Don't
be afraid to ask probing questions.

(It is a good idea to find out who can be
at the meeting for only a:short time and
ask theM to talk first.)

The recorder should list the needs on
the chart pad as they are identified. The
list will be used later in the planning
session. This step will acquaint the par-
ticipants with each other's services and .

set the stage fouranning cooperative
approaches to community problems.

A clesent approaq,, to needs identifica-
tion is to examine existing programs at
other sites. By comparing other program
standards to current local practices, the
group might identify specific service
needs. This look at successful strategies
could generate the planning for
necessary local strategiesanalyze the
ideal to plan for the real.

Step 7. Briefly go over the 110 of community
needs you have compiled. Ex-plain that
you willuse the list the following qay in
planning objectives and activities to
meet these needs.

End of first sestipn.

0
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A social gathering after the
first session could produce

. some very fruitful discussion.

-,\

Intersession
If possible, we suggest that the convenor

arrange for the participants to attend an informal
social gathering after the first session. It could
provide, the opportunity for some very fruitful
discussion.

Sometime between the two sessions, the
neutral facilitator, the group discussion recorder,
aid, if possible, a third person who has accurate -
lyFecorded the entire proceedings, should meet
to analyze the discutsion and to organize the in-
formation on the chart paper. They should rank
the listed needs according to their complexity
and write them on a new chart sheet. Normally,
the simpler the problem, the greater the chances
for finding a solutiorypresenting the participants
with a simple problem first will make it easier for
them to learn how to develop objectives. Begin-.
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ning the second session with a complex problem
could confuse and discourage the participants.
It's important to have an early success in
creating objectives.

Assigning an order of priority to the needs
does not mean that complicated problems will
be ignored during the next session. What prob-
lems will be addressed after the first one or two -

will depend upon the participants. In fact, their
preferences always come first; the neutral
facilitotof can only suggest`not demand.

The Second Day
Step 1. Review the first day's activities and

answer any questions about the previous
session.

Step 2. Ask the new participants to introduce
themselves, to briefly talk about what
they do, and to-discuts their view of
community needs.

Step 3. The facilitator describes how objectives-
will be developed (see below). As he
refers to the chart sheet of needs, he ex-
plains that a simple problem will be
dealt with firstto serve as an exercise
in developing objebtives. Two such ob-
jectives shouldtrain the group in the
process and enable it to attack more dif-
ficult problems.
Itis also suggested that the chart sheqs
orthe preyious day's discussion be
readily accessible, perhaps mounted on
a side wall where the, group can see
them.

'et
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Step 4. Tell the group that they will now begin
developing objectives. Each objective
will be composed with the aid of the
questions listed below. If you post the
objectivedeveloping questions up front
where everyone can see them, it will be
easier for the participants to follow the
proCess. The recorder should write the
responses to each question on a chart
pad. It is the facilitator's duty to con-
tinuously check that what is written is
exactly what the group means. The
facilitator cannot expect unanimous
agreement on every statement, but
should tty to achieve a consensus. If it's
obvious that the objective has become
too controversial and distussion has
reached an Impasse, it may be
necessary-to move on to another need.

The Work Plan: Questionsfor
Development of Objectivep

What Is the Relit Problem?
Based on the survey data and the con-
sensus of the participants, what state-
ment best describes the specific pro-
blem chpsen? Some examples:

a. there are no structured. summer
recreational programs or'ac-
tivities in but town for a majority
of our teenagers. -

b. Our ABE (Adult BasiC Education)
courses are being underutilized
because the classes are offered
in inconvenient locations.

30
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c. Senior citizen recreation pro-
grams are limited by the lack of
suitable facilities.

What Are We Going to Do?
The answer to this question is the
statement of the objective for that
specific problem. Examples of three
objectives are:

a. Establish a summer recreational
program for local youth.

b. Offer ABE classes in more conve-
nient locations.

c. Find additional facilities for
senior citizen recreational pro-
grams.

. .
Why Are We Going to Do It?

This statement will be the goal of the
objective. It may seem so obvious as
to be unnecessary, but unless the par-
ticipants can agree on a reason for

'their action, long-term cooperation may .
not be possible. Unity of purpose is
essential for achieving united action.
This concept does`not preclude acting
out of self-interest, but-it does make
concern for the common good the
principal. motivation behind the action.
If there is IA0 serious conflict between
personal' interests and the goal of the
objective, the facilitator should pro-
ceed to the next question.

How Are We Going to Do It?
At this point, the participants list the

.. activities necessary tb accomplish the

...

IP
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objective. It may be advantageous to
determine-the-best_chronolo_gical se-
quence for the separate activities. In
addition, the participants need to
estimate approximately how long it
should take to complete each activity.
This rough time framp will make peo-
ple more aware of any delaying pro-
blems that develop, and of any person/
or agency which is not doing their job:

One way to clearly present time expec-
tations for each objective is to locate
on a time chti-t (use a sheet of chart
paper) the starting pOint, work period,
and finishing point fo'r each activity.
One time chart format:

Events
or Activities

Months

Oct. Nov. Dec Jan Fep Mar Apr May June July Aug, Sept

1

2.

3

.32
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aRather than select single rigid solu-

tion, the group should consider several
solutio_ns. Again, they might look at
what other Organizations are doing
elsewhere. What are their strategies?,
Assess both the positive and negative
aspects of each strategy. Examinethe!
benefits and disadvantages of each
alternative from various individual and
institutional persepctives, e.g., time
factors, facility availqbility, community
responsiveness, focus of control, etc.
Also consider if the solutions.will
satisfy local policy and state and
federal regulations.

Keep'in mind that the group may con-
front a factor which prevents im-
plementing a strategy. Unless they can
eliminate the barrier Or suggest an
alternative solution, the objective will
have to be abandoned. The group may
encounter an insurmountable obstacle'
at any stage of the process, not just
during the planning of activities.
Failure to develop an adequate
response to any of the next three
questions (Who is going to do it? What
do we need to know? How much will it
cost?) would bring the process to a
halt for that objective. Flexibility and
willingness to Cooperate are the key in-
gredients here.

- r
. Who Is Going to Do It?

The group must now determine whicha
persons or institutions will assume
responsibility for each activity. The op-

c.
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pchunities for collaboration are
greatest now. The facilitator may have
to coax a person or agency into a new,
uncharacteristic role. New liasons may
be frightening and unpredictable at
first, but the fruits of successful
cooperalion bistify the risk.

What Do We Need to KnoW?
What are the knowledge needs for
each activity? It is quite likely that the
participants will be able to meet most
of these information needs. Ho Weyer,
some activities may require special
knowledge or expertise that the par-
ticipants do not possess. In such -
cases, outside resources should be-
identified.'

How MuCh Will It Cost?
Financial requirements are as crucial
asistaff responsbilities. Interagency
cooperation may produce solutions to
some of the financial demands. There
'may in fact be a variety of alternatives
to direct-dollar outlay. Explore the op-
tions,

How Will We Know We Have Done
'How will you knqw you haye succeed- .
ed? Unless you can accurately
measure the satisfactory completion of
eaph activity, you will not be able to
evaluate your performance. How will
you document your progress and final
accomplishments? (See Evaluation,
Chapter 5, for more informatiop.)

4



Who Should KnowWe HavePone If?
How important is it that other local
grdups or different communities Learn
what the planning meeting eventually
achieves? Who might benefit froln this'
information? Who 'might want to

iduplidate your efforts? How will you in-:
form these people of your successes.

0 and failures, for they too may be n-
strubtive)? What will. betyour
dissemination strategy?

Step 5. Read over the objective, activities, staff
assignments, knowledge needs, financial
Reeds, and documbntation, and answer
any questions.

Step 6. Develop another objective. Continue to
avoid objectives that are top controver-
sial or that will require too much
meticulous task description.

Step 7. Develop more diffidult or morb controver-
sial objectives, some that require real
change and evidence of commitment to
community cooperation.

Step 8. Finish developing objectives. End the
session with an objective that is less
emotional and demands less subjective,
involvement. Choose one that requires
more attention to impersonal detail, one
that is more "mechanical.".This practice
will releage tension created by the con- .
troversial objectives.

If the second session has lasted for a
full day, the group should have been
able to develop objectives in four to six
problem areas. Throughotit this process,

-
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it is the facilitator's responsibility to
clarify meaning and insure agreement on
what is being written down.

Step 9. Read back all objectives. Foreach one,
state its activities, staff assignments,
knowledge needs, financial needs, and
documentation to make sure:you have
heard correctly what the participants
have agreed to do. Refer to the chart
pad.

Step 10. Explain that you will -compilkthe objec
tives in a.work statement andsend it to ,-

'them for their approval.
In case of future cutbacks in staff or fund,'
ing, we recommend that the .group rank
the objectives. Decide whictrones are
essential and which ones might-be -'
sacrificed or temporarily rreglected.

'It is possible that upon review the group
will decide not to undertake expanded
cooperative services at this tine. Though,
other priorities and pressures may-be
very strong, leave the door open for q

-future efforts. If you meet with
resistance, give the participants a non.-
threatening chance to change their
minds. You may be abldittoa`use this ex-
perience to try'again at some future
time. An agreement to meet periodically
over the long term may be the major*pro%
duct of the planning meeting

r)
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Suggestions for the. Facilitator

1: Be positive. Emphasize out how much the
existing agencies have to offer to the com-4.
munity, especially through interagency
cooperation.

2. Be persuasive. Some members of the g.roup
may reject the idea that their community has
not reached its fpll potential and that there
are important needs still to be addressed.

3. Point out the service gaps politely but firmly,
based on the community survey and upon
the participants' own input. .

4. Persist in searching for pos'Sibte littemative
ways of using existing resources to provide
needed service*

5. Briefly review what has been dpii, each time
someone new joins the grotfP. This policy
will remind and' reinforce.

6. Explain the reason for your fast pace. Objec-
tives, activities, staff assignments, and
knowledge'veds have to be developed in

. only two day.
7. Be enthusiastic. Show that you are glad to

be there. Such eagerness is often con-
tagious.

8. Be willing to accept criticism without becom-
ing defensive or openly negative.

9. Talk with the participants during coffee
breaks and the intersession. You may receive
some valuable, candid feedback regarding
the session activities.

10. Encourage the participants to think about
"what should be'r rather than "what is."

37
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A succ essful community
planning meeting 'can
establish, expand, or
improve community edticaticn
progra ns and services at
the local leyel.,

44

What Next?

After the Two-day planning meeting is over,
it is the facilitator's duty (with the help of the
recorder) to prepare a written plan or work state-
ment. This plan is a record of the agreerrAnts
reached by the planning meeting participants.
Copies of this plan are sent to all participants (a)
to make sure it is an accurate report of what the
group agreed upon and (b) to seek from each
participant or participant's agency the assurance
that they will fulfill their part of the agreement. In
other words, will they do what they committed
themselves to do? Request an early response so
that any misunderstandings can soon be resolved.

A.

'as
----- -,..----,
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It is recommended that these written plans
also be sent to people who were invitedbut
could not attend the planning meeting. In addi-
tion, copies should be sent to the regional and
state level decision-makersho were previously
notified of ,theOlanning meeting.

The facilitator and/or the convenor should
assume the responsibility for periodic monitoring
to see if the agreements are being acted upon.
The brief monitoring contact may stimulate a *
participant to fulfill an agreement. It could also
yield information which can then be shared with
all the group in terms of success, failure, need to
reconvene, or need to' redir-ebt some of the ac-
tivities.

5

,

How Po.You WOO a
Work Statement?

To be an effective guide for responsible ac-
tion, the work statement must',be olear, concise,
and specific. Every'Oarticipant should know ex-
actly what was decided upon. ,

The work statement should begin with
. some backgroundhformation on the planning.

meeting. In a short deScription of the, commun:
ity, explain the purpose for the meeting why
was it convened?

, ,
Mention the place and date of the meeting.

List all of the meeting's partiCipants and-the
organization or agency which each person
represents. .

39
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Now you are ready to document the
busines of the planning meeting. The answers
to the objective questions (pp. 26.31) will provide
the essential content matter for the works stare-
ment. For each problem that was discussed_

Write out each objective as it was agreed
upon in the meeting.

Write the goal of the objective.
list the activities for-each objective, in
cluding the staff responsibilities for each.
Are these tasks listed in the proper
chronological order? Who has agreed to
carry out each activity? Are there any
cooperative arrangements between agencies
regarding facilities, staff, funding, or other
resources?

List all of the resource and knowledge needs
for each objective. Who will cover thee*.
penses? Were there any alternatives to direbt
funding? Point out each planned expen-
diture. What.physical resources must be,ob-
tained? What must each perton and agency
know to accomplish theiractiviiies?

The work statement should show a time
frame for completing the objectives.Anclusion of
a ',Time Chart" (p. 28) would address ithis.con-.."
cern. Delay's-and unanticipated obstacles are in-,
evitable. Though it will probablyte necessary to
alter the schedule of activities, tentative target
dates will help guide the4process. In the long
term, good judgement and experience will be
your best aids.

Repeat above steps for the rest of the
objectives developed in the planning meeting.
See Appendix C for examples of "Work State,
ment" objectives. 1

40



Evaluation

How Do You Know if the Planning
Meeting, Has Be-en a Success? .

An appraisal of themeeting itself can be
obtained through use of a participant
re.sp.onse form Ii the one shown in Appendix D.
The utisiate proo of success would be the
achievement of al the objectiveson schedule.
But evaluation should do more than measure
final accbmplishments. It should also be con-
cerned with the process with the progress of
the activitiesso that if difficulties do surface,
adjustments can be made before the process
becomes irreversibly bogged. Flexibility is
crucial.

For evaluation to be adaptable, it must
plpce less emphasis on tight schedules and rigid
programs and more emphasis on clients, ser-
vices, facilitiei, staff, and goals.

Providing for the needs of,tht community is
the pdpose of the entire planning process. Ef-
fective evaluation will monitor and strengthen
staff, services, program, and facilitiesthe com-
ponents that contribute most to meeting the
needs of the community.

There are several ways of measuring the
success of your plariting meeting:

Accomplishment of objectives
As mentioned above, this method of
evaivation.judges success simply by ,

comparing what you did with what you
intended to do. Thwork statement
should indicate how the attainment of
objectives will be determined. It is
important to state both the goals and

4
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`objectives because in some cases the suc-
cevful accomplishment of an objective
may; not result in the desired goal. Were
the activities misdirected? What went
wrong? Such cases are worth documen-
ting for future planning.

Personal comments from people af-
fected by the planning meeting deci-
sions
Anecdotal records can be useful
nieNures of the success of yourplan- .
nihg. They can help justifyyour program
and provide valuable insights for im-

,' provement. If.the clients (the communi-
, ty?) don't rate your planning a success;

is it? a
Ass C

Number of new people involved in the
programs or services .
A record of people who take advantage
of the'planning meeting's new programs
or services is another gauge for measur-
ing the degree of success. More impor-. tant than just numbers, however, is tne

. quality of each individual's experience.
Does your plan provide for the measlire-

, ment of change in attitude, outlook, or
appreciation for the new activities? Will
you know whether any learning has oc-
curred? A measure of the quantity of
clients is enhanced by a simultaneous
measure of the quality of the client's ex-
perience.

4 2



Summary
4

C

The community planning process described
in this booklet is not a failsafe change vehicle. It
cannot be used successfully in a complacent,
non-receptive community. It can work only if the
participants are seriously looking for solutions to
community problems and are willing to carry out
their part orthe work plan. 0

. The process is a means of structuring
positive energies,in short-term activities and
responsibilities. If the action it initiates is to con:
tinue, additional planning must occur. In this
sense, the,community planning process may be
viewed simply as one step in the direction of
Community self-actualization.

..--------'-/ ,

.
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Appendix A
Sample Letter to Agency p ople Who
Might Participate in a Planm g Session

Dear

--Are you able co serve all of your clients as well as you'd like to

--Do you know of anyone who is duplicating 'our programs or services'
If moo, could these duplicate energies be echanneled into ocher areas
of need'

--Would you like to learn more about other 5rograms and services in our
community"

--Is your agency or organization's effectiveness threatened by budget
cuts and staff reductions'

--Can you identify important needs and concerns in our community which
are not being addressed'

--Id your opinion, could active cooperative planning produce a more
effective approach to community problem-solving'

If you answer "Yes" to any of these questions, (the convenor)
_would like to invite you to join other concerned citizens in a two-
day planning session to be held on at

The goal for the meeting will be to identify important wants. needs,
and concerns of the community which can be addressed through our co-
operative efforts The final product of the meeting will be a "work
statement" which will outline the specific activities necessary for
dealing with these concerns We,ask that you contribute yourNspecial
knowledge of County and its current needs

If you would like to be involved in this cooperative planning activity,
please fill out and return to me the 'form at the bottom of this letter
For additional information, phone at

we encourage your attendance and welcome your input

Sincerely.

Yes.. I will participate in a community planning workshop to be held on

at
,

(If you are unable to the entire workshop, your presence at the
first session is especially important.)

NAME

ANNCY/ORGANIZATION

HAILING ADDRESS

PHONE NO.

Please return this form by 7

5
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Letter of Agreement . /

We ihe Undersigned, oft

/
desire andagree

1
To provide information that wall be useful in the
assessment,, of existing corinunity resources and needs,

2 To encourage the invol4ement.cof local agency staff,
public officials. and other active community members
in a two -day community planning session '

. , .

.. We understand thatthe staff of Morehead State University's Community
Education Project will assist us.in

city/town county

1 The 'review of community resources and needs,

2 The development of a concrete plan dur'ing a two-day
planningemeeting,with the Individuals mentioned above.
and

3 The provision of periodic advisory assistance after.
the pl&ining session until .

.

We understand that we will receive written copies of the work agree-
ments developed during-the planning session

In return for these no-cost services, we agree to report our progress
at regular intervals so that the Community Education Project may meet
its reporting obligations and adjust its services to us

SIGNED

W

POSITION

/

6.

e.

DATE,,

o'
o A copy of this agreement should be signed and sent to

Bill Wiglesworth
Divioion of Continutna Education
701 CinaVr gall
MOrchead,'KY 40361
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Appendix C

Sample "Work Statement" Objectives

Objective t To develop community discussions
on crime prevention in Clinton
County.

Goal: Create an understanding among Clinton
County residents of the causes of crime
and how to protect themselves from the '

ocetwence of crime.

Activities: .

1. The library will work with the Neighborhood
Service Canter, the Sheriffsbffice, and the
Wilmington eolice Department to plan a
discussion series for"citizen awareness for
crime plsvention. It is suggested that the
series revolve around two themes:
(a) what causes crime
(b) what prevents c'rime

2. The' discussion sessions will be advertised on
radio, television, and in newspapers and
church bulletins. --

3. The library will provide a display of materials
on crime prevention.

4. It was suggested that the she for the-discus-
sion series_ move,-7--,.the first meetings at a
church building near the library,, the last few
at the library itself.

Knowledge Needs:
The staff of theCommunity Action Council has
been investigating crime prevention programs in
other communities for about two years. Other

7
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a

projects have taken all available staff time. With
library support of the CAC, the series can get
under way.

0

Objective 2: Organzie a broad-based drug
awareness group.

Goal: Create an informed public.

Activities:
1. Engage university graduate students i1 gather-

ing information that will document thi nature
and extent of the local drug problem.
a. Ruth Thomas will contact the appropriate

University of Cincinnati personnel.
b.. Bill Jones will seek involvement of

Northern Kentucky U9iversity
c. Mike Downer will speak with meenbers of

0 Xavier's Psychology Department.
2. Mary Ann Adkisson, Anne Metz, Bill Jones,

Jayl3amberger, Ruth Thomas, Donna
Dallmann, Sugan Poston, and Billie Jo*Morris
will meet September 2 (12 noon) at the Dragon
Inn to establish a steering committee.

Mr. Paul Hogan stated that Boone County
Schools would assisrin the duplication of
necessary correspondence and materials for the
steering committee. It was suggested that mail-
jng expenses might be'shared by several'of the
onganizations oriagencies that become involved
in the work of the steering committee.

The participants in the meeting felt that
"everyone" shouldknow about the activities of
the Steering Copmittee. Newspapep, the radio,
bulletin boards; and other media would be used
to publicize the drug awareness effort.
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Appendix D

Evaluation of TwoDay Planning Session
County . *row or City

ck

1.

Name Position Date

Planning Session

1 Was the purpose of the planning session clear to you before you
No

If no. pleas explain what you 'did expect

2 Were you aware of any specific community needs before the planning
session' Yes No

a If yes, did the planning session Increase your awareness,
Yes No

b If no, did the planning session make you aware of certain °
needs, Yes No

3 Did the planning session stimulate you
6

a to plan new programs, Yes No

b to improve cooperation with other agencies and organizations'
Yes No,

c or to develop new services' Yes No

4 Did the planning session make you more aware of programs and,
services of other agencies in your community, Yes No

5 In the long run, what effect(s) do you expect the planning session
to have upon your community,

Objectives

I Are the objectives developed in thepl46ing session appropriat'e
to the needs of your community, Yes No

' If no, please explain

2 Did the planning session influence yoMPto set objectives that you
really do not want' Yes No

3 What factors in the community might make it difficult to achieve
, the planning session objectives (for example transportation,
political problems, insufficient funds, personality conflicts,
etc )'

OTHER COMHENTS


